
PERSONIFICATION - PERSPICUITY 

factory ; but they furnish a suggestive basis The notion of personification is ma\nly 
of eJrplanation, and one which embraces in an current in mythology and comparative re
orderly scheme various forms of alterations of ligion and philology. It is more exactly 
personality. rendered by the narrower conceptions of 

Under all theories the connection of changes Am:msM (q.v.) in its various forms in philo
of personality with organic disturbances, par- sophy, and EJECTION (q.v.) in psychology. It 
ticularly in the field of anaesthesias and par- is distinct from ANTHROPOMORPmSM (q. v.), 
aesthesias, is of fundamental importance. In since it is a. further step from personification 
some cases such connection is clear, an ana.es- to identify the personified forces and objects 
thesia appearing in one state and disappearing of nature with the anthropomorphized gods. 
in another ; in other cases it can only be The questions formerly 'treated' under the 
indefinitely inferred. Its influence in aliena- t erm personification may now be distinguished 
tiona of personality has already been noted. somewhat as follows : ( 1) Does primitive 
But such para.esthesias frequently affect the man first of all and naturally look upon 
dominant emotional tone or temperament, and nature as in any sense personal, i.e. like 
this1 whether gay or sad, contemplative and himself1 (2) If so, in what sense 1-physical, 
brooding or suspicious, or curious and viva.- forceful, social, mental1-as merely moving, a.s 
cious and interested, influences the quality opposing, as arranging, as planning 1 These 
and character of the personality. Finally, the two questions relate to an ultimate personify
influence of distinct hallucinations and the ing category. (3) How does he think of him
fluctuations and vagaries of a disordered self, and bow does he come by this thought '!
intelligence may develop changes or aliena- is it a retl.ex of his experience of nature 1-the 
tions which are at the mercy of individual question of INTROJECTION (q.v.)-or does he 
fancy, and cannot be expected to conform to reach both self and the ' spirits' of nature 
the results of logical analysis. The changes by special experiences, e.g. from dreams 1 Of. 
of personality incident to spontaneous trance DREAM (anthropological). (4} Granted a start 
and to the induced trance-states of spiritualistic in the personifying direction, either natural 
and other mediums should be cited in this con- or acquired, what is the process by which it 
nection, but cannot as yet be described under becomes fuller, takes on its various stages, and 
the light of explanatory principles. finally disappears altogether 1 

Lite;rature : RIBOT, Diseases of Personality The exact answers to these inquiries will 
(1885; Eng. trans., 1891); BINET, Alterations be slow in coming; meanwhile the interpreta
ofPersonality(t8gx; Eng. trans.,x8g6}; AzAM, tion of ANIMISM, TOTEMISM, and FETicmsM 
Hypnot., double conscience et alterations de (see these terms} awaits such answers. The 
la personnalite (I 887}; BouRRU and BunoT, rise of grammatical gender is another cognate 
Variationsdelapersonnalite (t888); P.JANET, and unconsidered question; for gender is in 
Automa.tisme psycho]. (I88g); JAMEs, Prine. some form a quasi-personal distinction. 
of Psycho!., i. 383; MYERS, Proc. Soc. Psych. The tendency is to accept some sort of a 
Res. ( 1890 ), 2 33; HERICOURT, Activite in- psychological process by which thoughts of 
consciente de l' esprit, Rev. Scient., Aug. 3 r , self and nature arise in the human mind 
x88g; Lapersonnaliteetl'ecriture,Rev. Philos., together, and exist in close correlation. The 
Apl"il, 1886; MoRSELLI, Semej. malat. ment.; violent divorce between them is a matter of 
DEssom, Das Doppel-Icb (x8go), Psychol. high development, and the depersonification 
Rev., i; FoRBES WINsLow, Obscure Diseases of nature, in the categories of mechanical 
of Brain and Mind, chaps. Jriii-xvii; RoYCE, science, becomes the real problem, rather than 
Anomalies of Self-consciousness, in Stud. in the personification of nature. 
Good and Evil ; DuGAS, U n cas de depersonna- Literature : see the citations undet· the topics 
lisation, Rev. Philos., 45; Depersonnalisation referred to, especially under INTROJECTION, 
et fausse memoire, Rev. Philos., 46; B. LEBOY, and EJECTION. A brief psychological note 
Sur !'illusion dite depersonna.lisa.tion, Rev. may be found in HOFFDING, OutlinesofPsychol.-, 
Philos., 46. See also references under AuTo- 2 ff.; consult also the literature of RACE 
MATIC WBITING. (J.J.) PSYCHOLOGY, and most of the general works 

:Personification: "Ger. Pe;rsonification; given under ANTHROPOLOGY. · (J.M.B,) 
Fr.t>errsonnification; !tal. pe;rsonificazione. A :Personification (in e.estheti~s): see 
general term for the attribution to natural SYMBOL. 
objects of some or all of the characteristios of :Perspicuity [Lat. !?f!rBpicuus, clear, from 
personality. pe;r + spicere, to lookJ: Ger. Perspicuitat; 
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PERTINENT - PETITIO PRINCIPII 

terms cited below; Fr. perspicuite; Ita.l. KBAFFT-EBING,Psychopathia Sexualis; MoLL, 
perapirYUita. Perspicuity is said to be an Contriire Se:malempfindung (1891). (J.J.) 
adjun~t of truth variously defined. A Pessimism : see OPTillliSM AND PEs
perspicuous concept is defined by Bur- BIMIB.H, and cf. MELIORISM. 
gersdicius as one which represents its Pestaloui, Joha.nn Heinrich. (xH6-
objects clearly, distinctly; and fully (Inst. of 1827.) Educated in theology. and law, his 
Met., I. xix. 2 ). Kant, in the Logik by 4ealth failed and he devoted himself for some 
Jiische (In trod., viii), .after remarking that time to farming. Established a school for poor 
aesthetic distinctness (Deutlichkeit) often peasant children (I 77 5) ; failed ( 1 7 8o ). D~" 
causes objective, or logical, obscurity, and voted himself to literature for eighteen years. 
vice :versa (as if he had been reading Mill's Took charge of an orphan asylum in Stanz 
Logic or LibeTty !), defines perspicuity (Hel- (1798-99). Assisted in opening a school in 
ligkeit) as the union of objective and subjec- Burgdorf Castle (1799). Elected member of 
tive distinctness. Hamilton (Lects. on Logic, deputation sent by the Swiss to Paris (x8o2). 
xxiv) defines a perspicuous definition as one In x 804 he removed his school to Miinchen
( couched in terms intelligible, and not figura- buchsee. He removed to the Yverdun Insti.: 
tive, but proper and compendious.' (c.s.P.) tute the same year. &tired to Neuhof1 

Pertinent [Lat. pertinere, to reach to, his earlier farm (1825). He is called the 
pertain, be pertinent]: Ger. wr Sache gehOrig; founder of modern peda.S.:ogy. · 
Fr. pertinent ; ltal. convenevole. In the Petitio Principii · L Lat. This is a not 
doctrine ~f obligationes, in logic, pertinent very good translation of Aristotle's phrase 
is applied to a proposition whose truth or T~ lE apxijs (or'" apxii) aln'iu6al, to beg what 
falsity would necessarily follow from the was proposed in the beginning]. It is a F A.L

truth of the proposition to which it was said LACY (q. v.) of a relatively high order, inas
to be pertinent, and also of a term either much as it cannot exist unless the conclusion 
necessarily true or necessarily false of another truly follows from the premises. To accuse 
term to which it was said to be pertinent a man of begging the question is in reality 
( cf. the Oent. JJict.). (c.s.P.) a plea which virtually admits that his reasoning 

Perturbation [Lat. pertwrbatio, confusion]: is good. Its only fault is that it assuines as 
Ger. Verwirrtheit; Fr. perturbation, trouble ; a premise what no intelligent man who doubted 
ltal. peryurbazione. Mental perturbation is a the conclusion could know to be true. 
eondition of disquiet or hesitancy ; a restless- A very necessary, though not always sur~ 
ness or absence of mental tranquillity. As ficient, precaution against this fallacy is to 
such it is a normal mental experience, but ask oneself whether the reasoning rests upon 
in extreme degrees, or ·when of protracted any observations, or inductions from observa" 
duration, it is characteristic of abnormal tiona, or even trustworthy hypothetic in
conditions. (J.J.) ferences from observations, which really 

Perversion[Lat.perversio,aturningabout]: involve the conclusion, relating to those 
Ger. Perversion; Fr. perversion; I tal. perver- matters of experience in reference to which 
timento, perversione (ethical). A degeneration the conclusion is important; and if relating 
or morbid alteration of the instincts, feelings, to those things, whether in such a .way and so 
habits, or modes of thought. · closely that that conclusion really can have 

These occur in many forms of insanity and been implicitly asserted in those premises: 
in individuals of morbid, neurotic heredity. For example, to take an illustration partly 
Perversions of taste, perversions of the sense fanciful, a man proposes to prove the reality 
of pain, a perverted moral sense have been or possibility of clairvoyance to me by .proving 
noted in hysteria, in mania, in idiocy, &c. to me that the sum of the angles of a triangle 
(Cf: these terms, and also especially MoRAL is two right angles. If, he says, you can sit 
INSANITY, and DEGENERATION.) Sexual per- in your study and know that this is true in 
versions have been extensively studied, and the most distant parts of the universe, why may 
are in most cases regarded as symptomatic not an exceptionally gifted person know many 
of nervous or mental disorder ; a special facta about what happens only a hundred miles 
case is inversion or homosexuality-sexual away 1 Upon that, I ask myself whether 
instinct .directed towards persons of the same geometry rests upon any observations con
sex. · earning clairvoyance or anything like clair-

Literature: HAVELOCK ELLIS, Studies in voyance. Nay, the consequence which my 
thePsychol.ofSex;i;Se:mallnversion(x897) ; arguer bas pointed out seems so cogent, and 
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